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Bob and I have been “self distancing”.
He has been banished to the vegetable
plot and I have been in the flower
borders. This is because I asked him, to
weed the flower beds and I found my
favourite blue aquilegia and a peony had
been dug up. Hopefully the aquilegia has
been saved.

The potatoes were planted a few weeks
ago and they are now coming through,
meaning we will have to listen out to hear
if a frost is likely.

I have a funny story about planting
potatoes: Mum and Dad were planting
the potatoes; Dad making the hole, Mum
dropping the potato in and then Dad was
going back to cover the potatoes with
soil. I should explain that the rows were
quite long and both were concentrating
on what they were doing so did not notice
the “help” they were getting from a
certain Monty, their dog, and their three
year old grandson, Russell. When Dad
came to cover the potatoes he told Mum
she had missed a hole, at which she was
quite adamant that she had not. When he
found another missing spud they were
both nonplussed until they saw Monty
take a potato out of a hole and run over to
Russell, who then went and hid it. Both
miscreants found this huge fun. Mum and
Dad though it was hilarious and I always
think of this when we plant our potatoes.

We have our own “Little Darlings”
Buster and Cinders. They are two year
old brother and sister Staffies, who love
charging round the garden and helping
Bob to dig. Woe betide any plants not
suitable fenced off, including some new
long cane raspberries. Although these

were wired up Buster and Cinders
decided they would be excellent material
for a tug of war. To date out of ten
raspberry canes it is canes, four - Buster
and Cinders, six. But we still love ‘em.

I have noticed my lillies are growing well
so I will be on the lookout for those pesky
red horrors, lily beetles. For those of you
who have not had the pleasure of meeting
them you would think they would be easy
to dispose of being bright red. However,
you have to sneak up on them because if
they see you coming they fall to the
ground upside down, revealing their
black underside which is a perfect
camouflage against the soil so you can’t
see them. For those of you of a sensitive
nature look away now. The only way to
get rid of them is to squash them, which
I take great delight in doing.

Harwoods Lane is a quiet, semi-rural
road and normally, apart from cars, we
would rarely see anyone walking or
cycling. Since the lock down the number
of walkers and cyclists has increased
twentyfold. While gardening at the front
we have some interesting conversations,
whilst maintaining social distancing. The
general consensus is that when this is
over we will all be either fat or fit - or
alcoholic.

Happy lockdown and keep yourselves
safe.

Carolyn and Bob Bates

News fromThe Bates’ Garden
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The only thing to do was to look at it
positively. I would miss my freedom , my
family and my friends but what a golden
opportunity to clear my conscience and
deal with all those things which seem to
spend forever on the back burner. I
mothballed the car, shut the gate, made a
list and prepared for lockdown day to
arrive. Then my fan oven broke.....what a
start !

Two days later my second great grand-
daughter was born. Such a joyful
occasion but it was the one thing that
made me feel fear. I suddenly realised
that if I did contact the virus I might leave
this earth without being able to see or
hold her. I cried. But photos arrived in
my inbox daily and eventually after 8
weeks I was able to have a permitted,
outdoor, one family member, socially
distanced visit! Sounds dreadful but
worth it! It was such a joy to be with the
family and to see the baby even though I
wasn’t able to hold her. It certainly made
me aware of the sadness that so many
have endured whilst unable to see the
people they love. Even more distressing
for those who have been unable to spend
time with sick and dying relatives. They
need our prayers.

So, I looked at my list and started with
enthusiasm. The windows have never
been so clean, even the hidden bits , and
as a final flourish I oiled the hinges!
Those standards didn't last, but even so I
have achieved enough to keep me
smiling. It was good that the lovely
weather gave me a perfect reason to
move into the garden, which, as most
people know is my first love. It was such
a joy to be out there turning the earth,

tending my plants, listening to the
birdsong and knowing all the time that it
was a government recommendation! I
think the Lord sent us an exceptionally
beautiful Spring to compensate for other
happenings.

I have such good friends and neighbours
here in Churton and I have been grateful
to have many offers of help. Shopping is
brought to the door by friends with a
smile and a chat and " don't worry, pay
me when its over.” It is hard to thank
them enough. How will we, as a
community, ever be able to thank Emma
and Will and their team for all they have
done to help us.

I have missed my Sunday worship, my
Aldford friends, my young friends from
Sunbeams and meeting together on
Thursdays for prayer. Karl and Su and
Jules have done so much to keep us in
touch with each other and with our Faith.
It has been a new experience for all of us
but let us pray that we will be together
again soon and stronger for all that we
have shared.

Elisabeth

LOCKDOWN ......
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When May, my sister, and I were very
young, and our dad looked after the cart
horses at Aldford Hall, he had to take his
turn and go and feed and water them.

We were allowed to go after tea on
Saturday and Sundays, in the dark, across
the field from the cottages at Lower Lane.

We had to sit very still because they did
not like anyone in the stables. They
seemed so big to us, but we loved them
just the same.

When the horses went into retirement,
my dad was one of the first to drive the
tractor. I often wonder what happened to
all the beautiful brass.

Ethel Cummins (BEM)

A Memory of Aldford
in the 1930’s

Sunbeams is a story, singing and craft
group for pre-school children and their
parents or carers. It usually meets in the
parish room behind The Rectory on
Green Lake Lane on a Friday morning.

Since the lockdown, however, they have
not been able to meet, so to try and keep
the group together we have been
producing a weekly video, in lieu of the
meeting.

Each week Su does some singing and
then reads a story with illustrations.
There is then a craft, based on the story,
before a final song.

So far we have enjoyed a number of
books by Julia Donaldson (the author of

Sunbeams in Lockdown

“The Gruffalo,”) Giles Andreae, Peter
Stein, and Sue Hendra.

One of our old favourites is “Miffy At
The Seaside” by Dick Bruna. If you’d
like to see an example of what we have
been doing take a look at:
aldfordandbruerachurches.wordpress.com/sunbeams-j20200515v/

Karl Jones

Dick Bruna

Dick Bruna was born in 1927 in Utrecht,
Holland. His parents named him Hendrik
after his grandfather, but because he was
a chubby child he was playfully called
Dik, which means 'fatty' in Dutch.

Dick comes from a family of publishers
who under the name of 'A.W. Bruna and
Son' started to print books in 1868. After
he left school, Dick went to London for a
year to learn the publishing trade and
then to Paris where he discovered
modern artists like Picasso and Matisse
who would inspire his own illustration
style.

While on holiday in 1955, Dick began to
tell his son stories about a little white
rabbit who lived in the garden of their
holiday home and this little rabbit soon
became known to the world as Miffy.

Dick Bruna is now one of the most
famous creators of picture books in the
world. He has written and illustrated
almost 100 books, which have sold over
80 million copies in 40 languages. His
characters include the little dog Snuffy,
the lady pig Poppy, the bears Boris and
Barbara and favourite of all, Miffy the
little white bunny.

From the Amazon website
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June 7th is Trinity Sunday.

Trying to explain the doctrine of the
Trinity has kept many a theologian busy
down the centuries. One helpful picture
is to imagine the sun shining in the sky.
The sun itself – way out there in space,
and unapproachable in its fiery majesty –
is the Father. The light that flows from it,
which gives us life and illuminates all our
lives, is the Son. The heat that flows from
it, and which gives us all the energy to
move and grow, is the Holy Spirit. You
cannot have the sun without its light and
its heat. The light and the heat are from
the sun, are of the sun, and yet are also
distinct in themselves, with their own
roles to play.

The Bible makes clear that God is One
God, who is disclosed in three persons:
Father, Son (Jesus Christ) and Holy
Spirit. For example:

Deuteronomy 6:4: ‘Hear O Israel, The
Lord our God, the Lord is one.’

Isaiah 45:22: ‘Turn to me and be saved…
for I am God, and there is no other.’

Genesis 1:1-2: ‘In the beginning God
created…. and the Spirit of God was
hovering…’

Judges 14:6: ‘The Spirit of the Lord came
upon him in power…’

John 1:1-3: ‘In the beginning was the
Word, and the Word was with God, and
the Word was God. He was with God in
the beginning. Through Him all things
were made; without Him nothing was
made that has been made.’

Luke 24:49 actually manages to squeeze
the whole Trinity into one sentence.
Jesus tells His disciples: ‘I am going to
send you what my Father has promised;
but stay in the city until you have been
clothed with power (the Holy Spirit)
from on high.’

In other words, the sun eternally gives off
light and heat, and whenever we turn to
its brilliant light, we find that the warmth
and life there as well.

From the Parish Pump

The Trinity knot is also called the
Triquetra and is one of the best known
symbols in Celtic culture. The Celtic
Christian church used it to represent the
Holy Trinity.

The three equal arcs represent equality,
its continuous line expresses eternity, and
the interweaving represents indivisibility.

It is suggested that the design is based on
the sign of the fish known to be used by
early Christians.

Celebrating one God in three persons - Trinity Sunday
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The Mothers’ Union has made a very
practical response to the coronavirus.

As their website explains, “We know that
our work and experience in re-building
communities and supporting family life
is going to be more important than ever
once the threat of COVID-19 subsides.
Our members will be some of the first in
line to support those around them.”

In the meantime, MU has drawn together
a range of resources to “help nurture our

members and their friends and
neighbours through this challenging
time.” The resources will “help combat
feelings of loneliness, to nourish faith
and to help you continue to feel
connected to your friends and
community.”

These include: rainbows, prayer cards,
prayer resources, puzzles resources, and
Bible study resources. More info at:
https://www.mothersunion.org

Mothers’ Union offers range of resources

Many of us actually like dandelions.
Their amazingly cheerful colour always
brings a smile to our faces. The not-so-
neat-and-tidy gardeners among us can
simply enjoy flowers where they grow.

The name 'dandelion' apparently derives
from 'dent de lion' – lions' teeth, owing to
the tooth-like shape of its leaves. There
are many different varieties of dandelion,
but they all have the toothed leaves
arranged in a rosette around the single
flowers, each one made up of up to two
hundred [yes, really!] tiny florets on a
smooth stem, that when picked, releases
a milky substance known as latex.

The golden heads, which close up at
night, in wet weather, or if picked to go in
a vase, give way to the seed-heads we all
know as clocks. Who cannot remember
proclaiming the time as a child, having
blown the seeds away, counting each
breath as an hour? And who, if this
happened in the garden, remembers the
reaction of a parent, or grandparent, to

the efficient dispersal of the seeds all
over the vegetable patch or flower bed!

In the past, dandelion drinks and
concoctions have been valued for their
medicinal powers in combating a variety
of complaints, and the Victorians used to
cultivate them in order to fill sandwiches
with the young leaves. Fizzy drinks
manufacturers still produce a variety
known as Dandelion and Burdock, and
intrepid wine-makers can use the flowers
to concoct a heady brew.

The roots, some say, can be dried and
ground up for use as a coffee substitute.
It is those same roots, long and strong,
that our grandmothers would water
carefully, to the amusement of onlookers,
in order to pull them up completely.

To many of us, dandelions are one of
Nature's joys.

From The Parish Pump

Enjoy your Dandelions
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A free phone line offering hymns,
prayers, and reflections 24 hours a day
while church buildings are closed
because of the coronavirus received more
than 6,000 calls in the first 48 hours.

The Archbishop of Canterbury, Justin
Welby, recently launched ‘Daily Hope’ as
a simple new way to bring worship and
prayer into people’s homes, during the
lockdown period.

The line – which is available 24 hours a
day on 0800 804 8044 – has been set up
particularly with those unable to join
online church services in mind.

The service is supported by the Church of
England nationally as well as through the
Connections group based at Holy Trinity
Claygate in Surrey and the Christian
charity Faith in Later Life.

Within 48 hours the line had received
more than 6,000 calls from across the
country, with many being referred by
friends, family or members. Calls have so
far spanned more than 50,000 minutes,
with some of those accessing the service
listening to the music, prayers and
reflections for up to 50 minutes at a time.

The Revd Canon Dave Male, the Church
of England’s Director of Evangelism and

Discipleship, said: “The volume of calls
shows that Daily Hope is meeting a need.

“We have a duty in these strange and
difficult times to find new ways of
bringing prayer and worship to people
wherever they are, and this is one more
way of helping people to connect with
God from their own homes.

“This is such a simple idea – planned and
launched all within a few short weeks by
a small dedicated team – but I pray it will
bring real comfort, hope and inspiration
to people at this time.”

Callers to the line hear a short greeting
from the Archbishop before being able to
choose from a range of options, including
hymns, prayers, reflections and advice on
COVID-19.

Options available include materials also
made available digitally by the Church of
England’s Communications team such
as Prayer During the Day and Night
Prayer, updated daily, from Common
Worship, and a recording of the Church of
England weekly national online service.

From The Parish Pump

Over 6,000 calls in first 48 hours to Daily Hope

A recent survey carried out by YouGov,
on behalf of the Mental Health
Foundation, found that more than one in
five adults in the UK had felt panicked by
the coronavirus, three in 10 had felt
afraid, and more than six in 10 had felt
anxious. And that was even before

lockdown. One therapist suggests that if
you are suffering high anxiety, then turn
off the news and social media for a while.
Dig out those old films you’ve always
loved, cook a favourite recipe, and get
some exercise, to help you relieve the
tension in your body.

Upset? Chill out!
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Popular Victorian novelist Charles
Dickens died 150 years ago, on 9th June
1870. His books include The Pickwick
Papers, A Tale of Two Cities and David
Copperfield.

He had been born in Portsmouth in 1812,
the second of eight children. His family
were relatively poor, and his mother
wanted him out at work, so he never
received a formal education.
Nevertheless, he edited a weekly journal
for 20 years and wrote 15 novels, as well
as many other stories, articles and letters.

He was also a staunch social campaigner,
particularly for children’s rights and
education.

As could be deduced from one of his
most loved works, A Christmas Carol, he
was a firm believer in Christian elements
such as compassion and redemption, and
he loved the New Testament, while
having little time for the Old or for
organised religion. His parents were
nominal Anglicans. He is said to have
wanted his stories to be seen as ‘parables’
emphasising the teaching of Jesus.

A new wave of crop-eating locusts has
been devastating East Africa, just as
communities are also dealing with an
increase of coronavirus cases.

At the start of 2020, Ethiopia and
Somalia faced the biggest invasion of the
insects in 25 years – and the worst in
Kenya and Uganda for 70 years. The
locusts also reached parts of South
Sudan, where millions of people are
already suffering from severe food
shortages amid conflict and political
instability.

The latest plague could be 20 times
larger. The UN Food and Agriculture
Organisation (FAO), is calling it ‘an
unprecedented threat’ to food supplies
and jobs.

Yet tackling the locusts will be even
harder now that coronavirus has forced
governments to close their borders. With
severely reduced air travel and cargo
shipping, pesticides from Europe and

Asia can’t get into the countries – and to
the farmers – that need them. Tearfund is
asking governments to recognise
activities responding to the locust
swarms as essential services, so that they
can continue despite the restrictions on
travel.

‘The locust plague, together with the
coronavirus pandemic, could mean all
the work Tearfund supports communities
with is on the brink of collapsing,’ says
Ephraim Tsegay, Tearfund’s Country
Director for Ethiopia.

‘If the second wave of locusts is not
prevented before it inflicts further
damage, more people will be forced to
leave their homes to find food, land for
their animals to graze, and an income
elsewhere. It will also make people more
vulnerable to coronavirus.

From The Parish Pump

A Biblical Plague of Locusts

Charles Dickens - prolific writer with a social conscience
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Puzzle Page

ACROSS
1 See 23 Across
3 Where the thief on the cross was told
he would be, with Jesus (Luke 23:43)
(8)

8 Invalid (4)
9 Blasphemed (Ezekiel 36:20) (8)
11 Adhering to the letter of the law
rather than its spirit (Philippians 3:6)
(10)

14 Shut (Ecclesiastes 12:4) (6)
15 ‘This is how it will be with anyone

who — up things for himself but is
not rich towards God’ (Luke 12:21)
(6)

17 Mary on Isis (anag.) (10)
20 Agreement (Hebrews 9:15) (8)
21 Native of, say, Bangkok (4)
22 Deaf fort (anag.) (5-3)
23 and 1Across ‘The Lord God took the
man and put him in the Garden of —
to work it and take — of it’ (Genesis
2:15) (4,4)
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Puzzle Page

DOWN
1 Struggle between opposing forces
(Habakkuk 1:3) (8)

2 James defined this as ‘looking after
orphans and widows in their distress
and keeping oneself from being
polluted by the world’ (James 1:27)
(8)

4 ‘The one I kiss is the man; — him’
(Matthew 26:48) (6)

5 ‘Be joyful in hope, patient in — ,
faithful in prayer’ (Romans 12:12)
(10)

6 St Columba’s burial place (4)
7 Swirling current of water (4)
10 Loyalty (Isaiah 19:18) (10)
12 ‘God was pleased through the
foolishness of what was — , to save
those who believe’ (1 Corinthians
1:21) (8)

13 Camp where the angel of the Lord
slew 185,000 men one night (2 Kings
19:35) (8)

16 ‘There is still — — — Jonathan; he
is crippled in both feet’(2 Samuel
9:3) (1,3,2)

18 David Livingstone was one (4)
19 Driver and Vehicle Licensing
Authority (1,1,1,1)

ANSWERS

ACROSS:1,Care3,Paradise8,Null9,
Profaned11,Legalistic14,Closed
15,Stores1,Missionary20,Covenant
21,Thai22,Trade-off23,Eden
DOWN:1,Conflict2,Religion4,Arrest
5,Affliction6,Iona7,Eddy
10,Allegiance12,Preached13,Assyrian
16,Asonof18,Scot19,DVLA

SODUKU Challenge

If you’ve crushed the crossword why not
have a go at the SUDOKU challenge
below.

MAZE Challenge

Starting at the centre point, can you find
your way out to the final arrow?
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Children’s Page

Can you find solve the word square? Look very carefully to see if you can find the
word listed below. Good luck!
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Children’s Page
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